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Caution! Read the manual carefully before installing and using device.
Caution! Make sure that there are no visual defects when unpacking device.
Caution! We do recommend you to save the bill of purchase with stamped guarantee coupon, 
for the purpose of possible reclamation. Otherwise guarantee will be not in legal force.
Caution! Before connecting to the mains supply ensure that mains voltage (V) and frequency 
(Hz) corresponds to the parameters on the rating plate.
Caution! When connecting the device, it is important to follow the polarity (see Installation 
and Maintenance)
Caution! This device may be used by children starting from age of 8 as well as people 
with physical or mental disorders, given that they are familiar with the manual and safety 
provisions in respect to this device. It is prohibited for children to play with the device. 
Children may not carry out maintenance or cleaning of this device without supervision of 
adults.

Technical information SPKT100 SPKT125
Voltage (V) 230
Phase (Hz) 50
Power (W) 7 10
Suction power (m3/h) 65 105
Noise level: 3m distance, Lp A dB(A) 26 30
Protection against environmental factor IPX4
RPM 2000 1500
Ambient temperature 5°C . . .+40°C
Weight (kg) 0,74 0,90

Sizes,	mm SPKT100 SPKT125
A 140 165
B 200 200
C 153 190
D 103 128
E 147 190



Desctription:
Device is used for hot air distribution. Thethermostat  turns on a fan that takes the warm air to the 
adjacent room or leads it out. The ventilator will switch off once the temperature drops in the room 
with the heat source. 
Installation and servicing (Dwg.1–4)

Caution! Before installing and servicing, please disconnect the mains power.
Caution! Only an electrician specialist may carry out installation and servicing.

Before mounting, the cover part of the ventilator must be removed by pressing with a screwdriver 
on two locks under the case (Drawing 1). The ventilator must be mounted in a ventilation duct by 
attaching the ventilator on the wall by the use of screws (Drawing 2). Under the cover, there are N-L 
clamps to which the electrical network and thermostat must be properly connected (Drawing 3). 
The device must be installed in such a way that the fan and thermostat are located in the same 
room as the heat source (Drawing 4).
In case if the fan is directly connected to the electric power network, the power network must be 
equipped with a switch that ensures safe disconnection of the power supply.
The desired temperature is set according to thescale specified on the thermostat. Thethermostat has a range 
of 10-30 °C. The deviceshall is equipped with a non return valve providing air flow in only one direction. 
Fan is equipped with two ball bearings inside of the electric motor. 
Guarantee
Producer guarantee is 24 months.
In the case of damages contact the place of trade.
The guarantee does not cover:

1. noted mechanical or other damages
2. mechanical or other damages caused by incorrect or improper usage, misuse, abuse or neglect
3. mechanical or other damages caused by incorrect installation or by product’s incorrect fitting to

insufficient or unsuitable power
4. mechanical or other damages caused by ignoring the instruction manual conditions

A guarantee does not cover natural wear of the product.

Information for Users on Disposal of Old Equipment. This symbol indicates that the 
electrical and electronic equipment should not be disposed of as general household 
waste at its end-oflife. Instead, the products should be handed over to the appliance 
collection points for the recycling of electrical and electronic equipment, recovery and 
recycling in accordance with your national legislation and the Directive 2002/96/EC 
and 2006/66/EC.

ENSizes,	mm
A 86
B 41






